**Can It be Stopped? Is It Their Leaders That Matter?**

HP Hooded Cobra 666

**March 04, 2022**

*Andromedus117 wrote:*

*Thu Mar 03, 2022 12:44 am “...*

*However, if Putin, Biden, or Zelensky are being the instrumental pawns in leading this war antagonization, is it worth discussing taking **** spiritually with a destruction ritual?*

Could their efforts to push us into a war be subverted if we took care of the leaders responsible for pushing this so heavily such as those three?"

The reality here is that this is a pointless endeavor. But let's ask: For example, if not Putin, then who? If not Biden, then who?

The next in line are way worse: Kamala, Pelosi [clearly, she has Alzheimer’s or similar neurodegenerative illness] and others who might take the wheel and flatten anything. Even Biden, compared to these two, might be better through all this.

For one, they will be replaced instantly, and possibly by another far worse individual.

You think Putin is evil, but Putin has displayed quite a lot of logic and a square mind all his years in the leadership. Despite of what the media says, Putin would not engage in certain particular moves if there were not strong reasons.

Will we ever know the facts about what happened? No. We will just hear emotional bullshit that Putin went insane. ((("God"))) forbid anyone asks themselves, did the NATO or Ukraine do anything weird with these Nuclear plants up there? What is really going on?

Based on propaganda, which is at the highest it has ever been now with the internet, we won’t really know the facts. But judging from previous history, we can also assume we are not told even 10% of the story. They just made up a "Hitler-putin" meme and that’s all there is to it.

That is not an honest covering of the story. I mean, screw Putin, who cares? I think everyone however would care to know a few things more in regards to why
everything is where it is. The real cause. The real cause behind the "real" cause, we know, is the Great Reset. But for any event to occur, there have to be triggers and abnormalities. What are these? We are not being told more than 10% of it.

Meanwhile, Pelosi and others are on this level where they flip out alone in a room. And unfortunately, it's these people that are in power now through this tragic situation. Do you want a granny with neurodegenerative illness to take the wheel after Biden? Or Kamala who will probably experience a meltdown in the office when she hears the first shell dropping?

Needless to say, this move of the globalists is well-timed, because there is really nothing or nobody that can act in the full power to usher the United States and finish this parody of the war.

As if this was not enough, this administration picked people based on "color of skin" and complete lack of merit. In most Agencies now, you have very incompetent people sitting in, and clearly, other powers are not afraid.

These "Agencies" were busy debating GBLT flags on the military as the important subject, while the Taliban took a Nation, and while Russia literally was invading. Still, because the United States is so powerful, they were able to track the patterns, but they were unable to stop either of these events.

At this level of stupidity, one might say that certain outcomes are warranted for humanity in the short term.

If we were in this continuum of events, with Pence and Trump on the head, do you think Putin wouldn't really measure his moves? Pence is a seasoned and hardcore person, especially so, and he would be brutal. What about Kamala? What is she going to do? What about Pelosi? She'll enter into a Parkinson's spree and that's all she will do.

Unfortunately, many of these events involve fate and stupidity to an extent that stopping this is largely beyond what magick or group magick can achieve. At this point, any individual's crap is a waste of everyone's time. Even if all of them stepped down [which they never would, because they don't have consciousness] then I am sure another schizo jew is waiting along the waiting line.

In regards to those who question about "Peace" and "Anti-War RTRs", I will tell you the plain facts. These are too weak to stop this event. This is like building a cemented house and hoping to stop the falling of a comet.
If little kikes could do this, we would be doomed, but they cannot. They can however, increase all the things that make the falling a of a comet "possible", and increase whatever could be damaging, but they don't have the power to summon the actual comet.

But through all their vermin magick, they trigger events, and they also hide knowledge so that when these "Comets" that are fated do come, people stay on the wrong place at the wrong time, etc.

In fact, not even jews have control over this whole situation as much as they pretend. They had control in affecting the triggers, but what happens after this, is under the observance of the higher forces. What jew might throw what jew under the bus, and who is going to get destroyed, is kind of a far further reach than what they can see.

That's why they also did flee New York over fear of WW3, for example. Yes, they caused the causes for failure and trigger events, and appointed certain of their own up there, but controlling the aspects after this is really difficult. If they were that confident, they would have stayed.

That is why, the Ritual of Astarte has been of paramount importance now. To avert a comet, you need a God, and you also need to get out of the way. Sitting there to hold it with your two hands won't change a thing.

All of this frenzy of the globalists is also to where, even if this situation calmed down, they have already prepared a plan C. Plan A was the Coronavirus meme, plan B is this meme, plan C might be something else. As we have seen, each next consecutive plan doesn't mean it's going to get better.

The enemy has innumerable goonies and fools that they have ready and prepared for these tasks. Even Zelensky is simply a well-seasoned comedian for the task. They couldn't have picked anyone worse, but maybe, there is also someone worse than this.

To say the least, at this level of human ignorance, these things occurring are only what one can reasonably expect.

We might even say, in a more mystical way of talking about the subject, that the amount of human ignorance and human cowardice, is now reflected in how deep the enemy considers themselves able to stab the knife.

Ukraine, a Nation after imminent existential threat from 2014, literally picked [or didn't pick and the election was rigged, maybe it was, but likely not as early as
2014] a comedian that does twerking in high heels and latex as its president. How does that sound exactly as a survival strategy for a Nation that has had such dangerous diplomatic clashes with a superpower literally adjacent to it?

Needless to say, if this involved choice, and you have someone like Putin on the other side, one cannot be reasonable and expect anything good to come out of this.

Finally, people here, and humanity in general, those in the "know", must finally comprehend something. We have this relationship with the Gods for a reason. If others don't, that's kind of on them. We cannot really sit there to take the comet straight on the head for them, nor this will prevent anything from happening further.

This might sound like weird language, but we need the "mercy" of the Gods at this point, to use another word, we need their intervention and holy assistance. We need to be treated with "mercy" especially over our collective stupidity. It's 2022 and people tolerate still talk about Nuclear weapons being used.

We spent 2 years in lockdowns like animals over a literal flu that everyone forgot in 3 weeks since the more serious things happened.

If this sounds correct to anyone and one doesn't understand the greater idea here, use your mind to think.

So long everyone is excluded from decision-making offices, wealth, influence, etc., humanity will repeatedly suffer from these events because of the enemy. That is the nature of the enemy.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Taurus wrote:
"We need to be treated with "mercy" especially over our collective stupidity."

It's kind of embarrassing how degenerate humanity is even including myself a few years ago, I was like them. But I wonder was humanity ever actually capable of rising above any of the Jewish curses and degenerate nature on our own? Was it ever even possible? I kind of don't think we deserve to be called stupid because I firsthand remember what it was like not knowing anything like every other NPC walking around."

Yes, of course it is possible, and it's far easier than people think it is. In fact, instating meditation would save a lot of pain even in a few years. The lack of this accelerates as time goes.

That is the state we need to escape from. The Gods have frequently reiterated to me, that the more human beings try to actively exit from this ignorance [they favor that] we will become more open to them and therefore invoke more of their attention on them.

At this point with all the stupid things humanity has been doing it looks like a drunkard that is groveling inside its own vomit.

This state can definitely be overcome, but the enemy and everything else has to move out of the way step by step. This builds upon awakening humans who then awaken others. Awakening is not that difficult or impossible, but it requires efforts.
Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

*hailourtruegod wrote:
I'm sorry if I'm being a bit of a "Debby downer". This is just the reality I see but of course I know as long as we do our job the Gods have our back. I've experienced their "direct" intervention before personally when it came to a life and death situation and because of that I know they'll do the same for humanity.

*Hail Satan! Hail Astarte!*
*Hail the Demons(esses) of Hell!*

They will help us, but we also have to start progressively lifting our own weight. It will take a while, but in the end, it's going to be fine, there is no doubt about this.

---

Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

*Arcadia wrote:
“*It's worth stating that it's completely foolish to blindly believe everything the media tells you. However, there is also the other phenomenon, which is blindly believing the opposite to be true. Any given situation is going to have more nuance than what the majority of outlets are going to offer, but playing the part of a contrarian out of spite and not logic isn't necessarily going to lead you to the truth either. Take Putin for instance. He's a world leader with a long tenure and a lot of experience.

... Oh, if I don't like Putin, I have to like Zelensky, or vice versa. Zelensky is a jew, and there's considerable evidence to suggest Putin himself is one, or at least considerably steeped in the culture of it from childhood.

These points are extremely important. Yes, I am hopeful that as time goes, humanity will see through these games. We are being trolled on two sides here."
Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

SeaGoat_666 wrote:
Fri Mar 04, 2022 3:17 am “Dear HP,
Do you think the situation could eventually escalate to the Jews calling for reinforcements from "out there" to aid them, should their hoaxes fail in the larger scheme of things? Do you think it could escalate to a Star Wars scenario, with the Death Star beam, like what we suspect happened on Mars and Phaeton (Asteroid Belt)? If so, do you think that the situation could spiral so out of hand that average Joe and Jane can literally witness a Space War in the sky (our vs their side)? And the News struggling to cover it up?

I know it sounds like a movie script, but the soundtrack for Clown World is playing harder and harder. ...”

No, that is highly doubtful. Also, the enemy aliens, the actual ones, couldn't give one turd less about any jew. Even the top jews that are in communication with them, are not cared or loved for in any way. They are nothing but sort of like the army of the clones in Star Wars. They also have clarified this to jews.

Well, speaking of "outrageous conspiracy scenarios", I wouldn't doubt, somewhere along the line, the Illuminati card of fake "Alien Invasion" might take place. This might be to cover a real invasion, or try to instate control after one might be seen too much [as it was during the Lockdown where it couldn't even be hidden anymore].

Not giving this high chance to happen - don't take this out of context here, but through insane upheaval, we might see things that many people will consider "movie" material. Much of this is already on "movie" tier.

The enemy, at loss to instate a new paradigm, might try to fake their way with Project Blue Beam, which is a holographic technology.

Of course, these enemy "aliens" will preach soylent green, pod living, destruction of masculinity, demilitarization of mankind, instating New Age, and whatever else we know is already an enemy ideology - without really providing anything substantial, and of course they will be what we know them to be in their teaching.

Difference will be that this will probably be humans using Project Blue Beam behind this. If we see the above, then we know that it's fake and of the enemy, and has nothing to do really with any real aliens. Now, the other part of this is, as we have stated, that yes, there are aliens already here. This includes our own in
certain amounts, AND the enemy. There is an active competition going on right now for the future events of this world. We must not forget this either.

Seeing the Quarantine and numerous UFO videos [and also the orb videos which have to do with our Gods and not the enemy], yes, there are already interventions from both sides. These manifest physically in upheaval and change of human affairs. Seeing where this is going, intensification of these events will be the case. But with the strictly controlled media, this is impossible.